Abstract. Binary Space Partitioning Trees (BSP-Trees) have been proposed as an alternative w ay to represent polytopes based on the spatial subdivision paradigm. Algorithms that convert from Boundary Representation (BRep) to BSP-Trees have been proposed, but none is known to perform the opposite conversion. In this paper we present s u c h an algorithm, that takes as input a BSP-Tree representation for a polytope and produces a BRep as output. The di culty in designing such algorithm comes from the fact that the information about the boundary is not explicitly represented in the BSP-Tree. The solution we present i n volves a recursive t r a versal of the tree to compute lower dimensional information, along with a gluing algorithm that combine the convex regions de ned by the BSP-Tree, removing internal features. A new data structure is proposed (a Topological BSP-Tree), that augments the traditional BSPtree with topological pointers and is used to store intermediate results used in the reconstruction of the BRep.
Introduction
Boundary representation (BRep) is a widely used representation of solid geometry, based on the description of an object by its boundary, as a collection of faces, edges and vertices ?]. On the other hand, Binary Space Partitioning Trees (BSP-Trees) consist of convex hierarchical decompositions of the space, where the object is represented by the union of convex regions. The basic operation for the construction of this decomposition consists of a partition of the underlying space by a given hyperplane. This partition is represented as a binary tree, where each node is identi ed by a h yperplane, and the left and right subtrees of the node represent the two halfspaces obtained in the partition. The recursive application of this operation creates convex hierarchical decompositions of the space. In Solid Modeling, BSP-Trees have been used along with BReps, and many algorithms have been proposed, like the conversion from BRep to BSP-Tree ?], or the one that computes boolean operation with BSP-Trees ?].
In this paper we consider the problem of converting a BSP-Tree representation of a polytope into a BRep. This problem is similar to the conversion of CSG to BRep (also called the Boundary Evaluation), because the BSP-Tree can be rst converted into a CSG by computing the union of all the convex regions that the BSP-Tree de nes, and applying over the result any of the Boundary Evaluation algorithms proposed in the literature( ?], ?]).
However, this approach does not exploit the spatial subdivision information that the BSP-Tree encodes, which m a y lead to more e cient algorithms. In order to use this information, we propose an algorithm that converts the BSPTree to a BRep by w orking directly in the structure of the BSP-Tree. In Fig. 1 and the boundary may be partitioned in multiple independent components that are not minimal.
In the following sections we present h o w w e solved each of the above problems, and give the algorithm to compute a BRep from a BSP-Tree. Initially we review some basic concepts about BSP-Trees. The algorithm that computes the BRep from a BSP-Tree is discussed next, where we describe the Topological BSP-Tree (TBSP-Tree), an auxiliary data structure that stores intermediate results and topological relations among them. order to describe the concepts of BSP-Trees, it is always nice to rst explain the relation it has with Binary Search T rees.
Binary Search T rees have been used in Computer Science in many w ays, but mostly as a data structure to accelerate search queries based in symbolic values. A geometric interpretation of this data structure is a hierarchy of binary partitions of the real line, where the partitioner is a point and each partition obtained represents an interval. The problem with this interpretation is that it does not directly generalize to higher dimensions, as points do not partition such spaces. The misleading information with this interpretation is that the partitioner that was supposed to be a point is in fact a hyperplane. In general, for a D-dimensional space the partitioner corresponds to the hyperplane to that space (a (D-1)-D element), and the partition has the same dimension of the underlying space. BSP-Trees and Partition Trees ?] use this analogy to extend the concepts of Binary Search T rees to higher dimensional spaces, but we c hoose to work here with BSP-Trees as they have a more natural correspondence with the representation of solids than Partition Trees.
One advantage of BSP-Trees is the ability t o c o m bine a search structure with a representation scheme in one unique data structure. The use of BSP-Trees as a solid representation scheme reveals one application where this combination is well exploited. Solids are represented using BSP-Trees by a union of convex regions, which a r e i d e n ti ed by associating attributes to the leaves of the tree. These regions may be either inside or outside the solid, and are de ned by t h e hyperplanes that are in the path from the root to the leaf node. In order to precisely de ne the region, the leaves have associated an attribute that indicates that the region is inside or outside the solid.
Formal de nitions
Many algorithms in BSP-Trees are better explained if we represent the main concepts formally. In this section we present some de nitions and properties that are going to be used in the paper. in a common region path p from the root of the tree. We d e n e h 1 p h 2 if h 1 is in the left subtree of h 2 . Otherwise, h 2 p h 1 .
Computing the BRep from a BSP-Tree
The BSP-Tree represents solids as the union of convex regions, and the boundary associated with each of these regions is de ned by t h e i n tersection of halfspaces in the tree. Each c o n vex region is identi ed by t wo attributes: a leaf node l labeled as IN (i.e. not empty), and a region path RP(l) associated with l. T h e boundary of this region is obtained by the intersection of the hyperplanes in its corresponding region path.
In the simple case where the BSP-Tree consists of a single convex region we need to consider only one region path, and to obtain the boundary we c o m p u t e the intersection of all hyperplanes in the region path (Fig. 2) . In a more complicated BSP-Tree, with more than one convex region, it is likely that some of the region paths associated with these regions will share nodes in the tree. In Fig. 3 , region paths of the regions R1, R2, R3 and R4 share the nodes a and b, and the intersection of H(a) and H(b) is on the boundary of all these regions. In fact, any n o d e i n t h e t r e e m a y c o n tribute to the boundary of all regions that contains the node in its region path. A related consequence of this fact is that when computing a given region we m a y not need to compute the intersections of all hyperplanes in the region path, as some may n o t c o n tribute to the region (redundants to the region),
The sharing of nodes among di erent regions implies that the computation of intersections to nd the boundary of regions may require repeated computations. This fact reveals a structure common in Dynamic Programming (DP) problems. In each node of the tree we can partition the problem of computing the boundary into smaller problems, corresponding to the boundary in the positive 
Fig . 3 . Complex BSP-Tree generating more than one convex region and negative halfspaces of the node. In order to obtain such boundaries, we n e e d to compute intersections among hyperplanes in each of the subtrees (separated subproblems) and ancestor hyperplanes (shared subproblems), which i d e n ti es the DP structure. One way t o a void re-computation of common intersections shared by subproblems is to store them in intermediary data structures. The way of representing these intersections, here called lower dimensional information, is described in details in the next section.
Storing lower dimensional elements
One method of representing lower dimensional elements in a BSP-Tree relies on using BSP-Trees of lower dimension, which results in a structure called a multi dimensional BSP-Tree. In 1990, Naylor ?] proposed but did not elaborate the use of a pure BSP-Tree model to represent solids. The proposal was based in the extension of the standard BSP-Tree model to represent explicitly the multi-dimensional information de ned by the structure of the tree. In 1991, In this paper, we represent t h e l o wer dimensional information obtained in a di erent kind of multi-dimensional BSP-Tree. In the BRep Index of Vanecek the topological information is stored in the BRep structure and not in the MSP. In the data structure proposed in this paper, the topological information is stored in a multi dimensional BSP-Tree, augmented with additional topological pointers connecting elements topologically adjacent. We call this data structure a Topological BSP-Tree (TBSP-Tree).
The motivation for creating such a structure comes from the fact that in order to obtain lower dimensional information we m ust compute the intersection of hyperplanes, which g i v es certain information about the way that elements are topologically related. In the example of Fig. 4 , when computing the intersection of the lines a and b we obtain a point ab that we need to insert into the lower dimensional BSP-Trees associated with a and b. In other words, a is topologically adjacent t o b by ab. In order to preserve this information, we connect the nodes we obtain in this intersection with topological pointers.
Besides the addition of these topological pointers, the TBSP-tree is di erent from the MSP of Vanecek because we k eep not only one, but two pointers to lower dimensional dimensional BSP-Trees, corresponding to the subdivisions formed over both sides of the hyperplane. One reason for this choice includes the simpli cation of the incremental algorithm to build the topological BSP-Tree, which requires a partial ordering among the hyperplanes, that can be simpli ed if we process the subdivisions in both sides separately.
Navigating the TBSP-Tree
The TBSP-Tree stores topological information about the intersections computed in a pre-order traversal of the tree. This is achieved by creating copies of the same intersection and connecting them with topological pointers. In general, for each i n tersection of two h yperplanes h 1 and h 2 we k eep three copies in the TBSPTree. The node higher located in the tree receives one copy, stored in the lower dimensional tree being used in the current region path. The other two copies are stored in the two l o wer dimensional trees associated with the other node. These last two copies are connected to the rst copy created by a topological pointer. In the case where h 1 p h 2 , the rst copy is stored in the negative l o wer dimensional tree of h 2 , because h 1 is in the left subtree of h 2 . The other two copies are stored in the positive and negative l o wer dimensional trees of h1.
Using the information stored in the TBSP-Tree we are able to recover the basic elements of the Boundary Representation. This can be illustrated by l o o king at the partial TBSP-Tree representation for a cube in is represented in the lower dimensional trees associated with a and b as ab and ba respectively. The edges that belong to the face H(a) are de ned in the lower dimensional trees associated with node a, w h i c h in this case has one empty tree, as the partition occurs in only one of the sides of a.
In order to traverse the faces of the cube directly from the TBSP-Tree we make use of the following operators: { T reeParent(node) and TreeSon(node,side):Traditional pointers in trees for parents and sons.
{ DimensionParent(node) and DimensionSon(node,side): Pointers that re ect an incidence relation in the dimension of the space. DimensionSon(node,side) returns a pointer to the lower dimensional BSP-Tree associated with the node in the speci c side, and DimensionParent(Node) returns an upperdimensional BSP-Tree associated with the node. { T opologicalCopy(node,side): The application of this operators returns the topological copy of a node at a given side. In Fig. 5 , TopologicalCopy (ab,-) returns the copy ba ; , w h i c h corresponds to the same intersection ab, but stored in the negative l o wer dimensional BSP-Tree of b.
{ T opologicalNeighbor(node): In 1D it is possible to de ne an adjacency relation. The Topological neighbor of a node corresponds to the next node in ascending order in the real line. This order is de ned in terms of the projected hyperplane normal, and re ects our convention for the orientation of loops in the representation of the boundary. In Fig. 5 , the 1D-BSP-Trees are oriented by the hyperplane normal to each c edges. The direction of the hyperplane normal is de ned by the projected hyperplane and the current side of the lower dimensional tree being used. These operators allow us to access the boundary elements for the cube. In Fig. 6 we show the procedure to visit the elements of a face (VisitFace). The application of this procedure to the leaf node IN (next to node cea) will visit edges (cea, ced), (cde, cdb), (cbd, cba) a n d ( cab, cae), which correspond to the edges of the face c.
Incrementally Computing the TBSP-Tree
For every node visited in the traversal of the tree, we discover more information about how the BSP-Tree partitions the space. When a new node is reached, we may compute the intersection of the hyperplane that de nes the node against all hyperplanes in the region path of the node. These intersections are used to update the lower dimensional BSP-Trees of all the nodes in this region path. while (currentNode1D != startNode1D) end VisitFace Fig. 6 . Procedure to visit a face using the TBSP-Tree Every intersection obtained is projected onto one of the coordinate hyperplanes before insertion into the lower dimensional trees, corresponding to the concept de ned before of a projected hyperplane. One way to understand this operation is to remember the way that Gaussian Elimination (GE) solves linear systems. In GE, the solution of a linear system involves rst a triangulation step, where each of the columns under the pivot (the diagonal element) is eliminated (replaced by zeros). In fact, at every elimination step the columns of the matrix, which c a n b e i n terpreted as the coe cients that de ne a hyperplane, are projected into one of its dimensions. This is exactly the same operation we are performing here to obtain the projected hyperplanes. In order to compute all lower dimensional information induced by the BSP-Tree on a speci c hyperplane we compute the intersections with the other hyperplanes, and project these intersections in a direction orthogonal to one of the coordinate axis. This has the same e ect of sweeping with zeros a column in GE. For simplicity, f r o m now on when we refer to intersections we are in fact referring to the projected hyperplanes of the intersections.
The update step of the lower dimensional trees is performed after an intersection is found, consisting of the insertion of projected hyperplanes in lower dimensional trees. This insertion operation is guided by a partitioning operation, which i n volves the classi cation of a hyperplane against a partitioning hyperplane. Depending on the result of this classi cation, the intersection between the hyperplanes is computed and the hyperplane being inserted is partitioned into two sub-hyperplanes. The sub-hyperplanes are recursively inserted into the left and right subtrees of the partitioner node. However, we exploit one unrecognized property of the BSP-Trees that guarantees that we need to perform this insertion into only one subtree of the node.
Suppose that in the BSP-Tree described in Fig. 7 we w ant to compute the lower dimensional information associated with node a. P erforming a pre-order traversal of the tree we visit in this order nodes a and b in the tree. In this case b intersects a, therefore we compute the intersection ab and insert as a node But it is easy to formulate a case where the insertion operation can not be guided by such partial ordering. In Fig. 8, b does not intersect a. This is only possible because b is parallel to a, a s b is a child of a. Clearly, one of the subtrees of b (left or right) does not need to be tested against a (in this case the right subtree). Therefore, even if nodes c and d intersect a we do not need to partition one against the other, as b is shielding one of them from intersecting a.
A more complicated example involves the case where some node (not a child) does not intersect a. Consider the case in Fig. 9 where b and e intersect a, b u t c does not intersect a. The insertion of af into the lower dimensional BSP-Tree associated with a requires rst a partition against ab. Using as above the partial order f p b we propagate the result to the left subtree of ab. N o w w e need to partition af against ae, but the path partial ordering is not de ned between e and f. Note that the fact that c does not intersect a tells us that one of its subtrees does not need to be tested for intersection against a, because as before c and its ancestors shield one of its subtrees from intersecting a. In this case, c and b shield f from intersecting a
Using such results, we m a y decide in which s i d e t o i n s e r t a g i v en hyperplane when we perform the partitioning operation. We partition the hyperplane by computing the intersection with the partitioner, and propagate the result to the side consistent with the partial ordering de ned by the current path. When a leaf node is reached, we e v aluate the sub-hyperplane partitioned, and if it is not empty w e create a new node with unde ned left and right attributes, and update all the 1D-BSP-Trees of the most recent partitioner hyperplanes found along the way.
One di culty in this incremental construction is that we only discover the attributes (IN or OUT) w h e n w e visit a leaf node. At t h i s p o i n t, we need to propagate this attribute to all lower dimensional BSP-Trees in the current r egion path and create leaf nodes with the attribute just discovered. In fact this di culty is a particular case of the insertion that we are performing in the other cases, only that in this case we are not inserting a hyperplane but an attribute, that can be localized in the tree using the partial ordering as above.
Another important operation that needs to be performed when computing intersections and inserting them into lower dimensional BSP-Trees is to keep track of the place where we insert the di erent copies of an intersection. For instance, the same intersection h 12 of h 1 and h 2 needs to be inserted into the lower dimensional BSP-Tree associated with h 1 and with h 2 . T opological pointers are created to connect the copies of this intersection, which will allow t h e reconstruction of the BRep in a next step. The procedure to compute the lower dimensional information is described in Fig. 10 . The incremental construction of the TBSP-tree built information about topological relations among the elements in all dimensions. A node in the tree has all the information necessary to reconstruct the boundary when both lower dimensional trees have been completely computed. In order to extract the boundary we perform a gluing operation in the dimension of the embedding space, which remove edges internal to faces and faces internal to solids.
In Fig. 11 we h a ve an example where the partitions in both sides of the hyperplane h need to be glued together to remove i n ternal elements. The gluing operation is responsible for combining the results from the two subtrees in such way that the result is a valid representation for the boundary de ned in the subtrees of the node. In order to glue the information in the positive and negative halfspaces of a node, we perform the symmetric di erence of the lower dimensional BSP-Trees in both sides of the hyperplane, which is a boolean operation that can be executed by a tree merging algorithm for BSP-Trees ?]). The result of the symmetric di erence operation is a tree whose IN regions are elements of the boundary of the object. Fig. 11 . Gluing opposite faces to obtain the boundary Note that the gluing process to remove i n ternal features entails a recursion on dimension that rst glues lower dimensional features. In other words, in order to glue two faces we rst glue the elements internal to each of these faces separately, which will correspond to the removal of internal edges of a face. The algorithm initially performs two gluing operations in the positive and negative l o wer dimensional trees, and a symmetric di erence operation that combines the results obtained. The algorithm for gluing TBSP-Trees is dimension-independent, and the pseudo-code is described in Fig. 12 . The gluing process can be implemented in such a w ay that the boundary relations of the di erent dimensioned elements is preversed. In Fig. 13 we illustrate the gluing operation for an example in 2D. The complicated cases arise in nodes f and c, where we h a ve partitions induced by the BSP-Tree in both sides of the hyperplanes. In Fig. 13a we s h o w the partition induced by the tree, and the information stored in the TBSP-Tree is illustrated by the cycles of edges and vertices in each cell. When performing the symmetric di erence we not only remove i n ternal features, but we also join the cycles in both sides of the hyperplane. In Fig. 13b we s h o w the result of the application of the gluing operation to the node f. The corresponding features are identi ed by performing the symmetric di erence operation for both lower dimensional trees in one dimension lower, and the cycles are joined together when we h a ve m utually incident relations. In this case, the edge generated by the hyperplane f is removed, and the cycle of edges of both copies of f are joined together. In a similar way Fig. 13c shows the result of the gluing operation for node c.
It is important to demonstrate that the boundary information obtained is in fact minimal. This is achieved due to the fact that all internal features are removed by the recursion in dimension performed by the gluing algorithm. This is an important consequence, because the convex decomposition created by t h e BSP-Tree decomposition may generate a fragmentation of the boundary when non-convex objects are represented. The gluing operation, as proposed, provides an elegant solution to the problem of reconstructing the minimal BRep from a BSP-Tree representation of a polytope. In this paper, we h a ve presented an algorithm to convert a BSP-Tree representing a polytope to a BRep representation. The storage of lower dimensional information in a TBSP-tree allowed us to reconstruct the information necessary to recover the boundary of the object. The TBSP-Tree is incrementally computed during a pre-order visit of the tree, which computes all lower dimension information in both sides of each node. A gluing step is performed when all information about a node is discovered. which i n volves a recursion in the dimension of the space to remove i n ternal features and glue the boundary representation in each side of the node. As a consequence of this process, the boundary representation obtained at the end corresponds to a minimal BRep. We believe that the importance of the BSP-Tree representation can be extended by h a ving such algorithm available. BSP-Trees and BReps are both representation of polytopes used in Solid Modeling, each one with its own advantages. For example, BSP-Trees are more e cient where visibility orderings or boolean operations need to be computed, whereas in some other applications, like topological deformations, we w ould prefer to use the BRep. By having both conversion algorithms available we can exploit the advantages of each model more e ciently.
Another application where the conversion algorithm proposed in this paper can be used refers to the problem of nding a near-optimal BSP-Tree representation of a polytope. The BSP-Tree representation is not unique, and many di erent trees may represent a g i v en polytope. The problem of nding a minimal tree is even more important when we perform successive boolean operations by applying tree merging algorithms, which m a y generate trees that need to be re-structured. Unlike Binary Search T rees, where we h a ve algorithms to keep a tree balanced, the balancing of a tree in higher dimensions is a much m o r e d i fcult problem. By applying the conversion described here we obtain a minimal BRep, which aggregates the geometric information expressed by the tree. The further conversion from BRep to BSP-Tree may generate a much more balanced tree, as the topological information of the BRep gives better heuristics in the construction of the tree.
Finally, the combination of topological information in the BSP-Tree, which resulted in the TBSP-Tree, shows promising applications in Solid Modeling. In future work we plan to extend BRep algorithms, like topological deformations, to work directly with TBSP-Trees.
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